
Cumberland Terraces
£275,000

Gibraltar three year residency needed. Chestertons is delighted to exclusively offer to market this impeccably maintained
apartment located in the desirable South District’s Cumberland Terraces. Situation on a mid-floor with partial sea views to the
South that encompass the African coastline and the Strait, this lovely apartment has been lovingly maintained to the highest
standard. Boasting three double bedrooms, one modern bathroom, lounge with reverse cycle air-conditioning and air purifier
and fitted kitchen with Balay appliances, this apartment is the perfect family home located close to the beach and some of the
best schools on the Rock. This home is in move-into condition and is ready for its new owners. Viewing highly recommended.
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Cumberland Terraces

Internal 76 sq m
External 2 sq m
Service charges £1,035 pa
Rates £345 pa

• Well presented • Spacious rooms

• Air conditioning • South District location

• 3 year residency required • Private allocated parking
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Additional information

3 bed 1 bath



Hallway flooring, ample fitted clothes hanging
and storage space and a neutral décor.

Bathroom

currently being utilized as a yoga studio.
The space benefits from wood laminate
flooring, neutral décor, high ceilings and
provision for TV.

Kitchen
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The hallway is a calm and neutral space
in an L-shaped configuration. The space
benefits from recessed lighting, wood
laminate flooring and avails of two very
convenient storage cupboards, one
housing a large boiler and Balay washing
machine so a perfect space for utility
use with the other housing storage
space and shelving.

Bedroom 1

This is a spacious double bedroom
benefitting from a large East facing
window which serves to keep the
ambiance light and bright. The room
further boasts wood laminate flooring,
provision for a wall mounted T.V. and a
top of the range Art Cool reverse cycle
air-conditioning unit which also purifies
the air.

Bedroom 2

Currently being used as a walk-in
wardrobe but can easily be reverted
back to the use of a double bedroom.
The space benefits from wood laminate

The bathroom is modern and sleek with
high ceilings and recessed lighting. The
white Roca suite includes a toilet and
modern bowl style hand basin which sits
atop a Silestone bench and a large walk-
in shower with glass sliding doors. The
Grohe fittings include a high-tech
shower with water jets, hand held
attachment and overhead rain shower
head. The room is partially tiled with a
pastel mosaic style tile to the shower
and a light cream tile to the floor.

Lounge

Bright South/West facing room with
access via large glass doors to a small
balcony – this ensures that the room is
bright and airy and adds to the clam
cool ambiance of the space. With
enough space to accommodate a large
sofa configuration plus additional
lounge furniture, the room benefits
from wood laminate flooring, state of
the art Air Cool reverse cycle air-
conditioning and air purification and
neutral décor.

Bedroom 3

South/West facing bright bedroom

The eat-in kitchen is modern in design
with blue cabinets and a light Silestone
worktop. There are ample floor and wall
mounted cupboards and the integrated
appliances include a Balay hob,
extractor fan, microwave, fridge freezer
and dishwasher. The room further
benefits from natural light and
ventilation, a wood laminate floor, wall
mounted intercom and enough space to
accommodate a small dining table.
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Cumberland Terraces

These particulars are produced in good faith, are set out as a general guide only and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. All
statements contained in these particulars are believed to be correct, but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as
statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them
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